
All teaching in the Church is grounded in baptism, either as a follow-up or as a preparation for 
baptism. It is the primarily the baptizer - that is us, within parishes and the Church - who has the 
responsibility to secure the connection between baptism and teaching.  

We are facing major challenges when it comes to the issue of the role and the significance of the 
teaching in the Church. In Sweden, the teaching of Christianity disappeared from school timetable in 
the 1960s. There is almost no teaching in the homes. People celebrating services together are 
diminished in number. The traditional pillars of baptismal teaching have thus disappeared and have 
left a void. The practice to baptize still exists, although the custom is broken off and the baptisms 
have diminished in number. We know how to baptize. People request baptism. We have to find new 
possibilities for baptismal teaching as a continuous process of growing in faith and life. This is the 
challenge of our time. 

During the entire history of the church, there has been a need to impart knowledge of faith and life, 
both regarding the young generation, new believers and those who have been Christians for a long 
time. Consequently, the teaching has always had a major role in the Church. Baptismal teaching is 
our home language instruction, a language for our faith.   

There are two aspects of this teaching: to gain knowledge about the Gospel, and to enable 
experience of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. 

The story of the Emmaus wanderers pictures these two aspects of teaching. Jesus is the same as 
ever, even after his resurrection. He starts out from the two disciples’ situation and asks: What is it 
you talk to each other about walking here? And after they had told him, he continues to ask: What 
has happened? Then they tell him their story and put words to their feelings. They are sad and 
chocked by what they have seen and heard. Then Jesus starts to explain what they have been 
through and points out the context.   

”And beginning with Moses and all the prophets, he interpreted to them in all the scriptures the 
things concerning himself.” (Luke 24:27) 

”When he was at table with them, he took the bread and blessed, and broke it, and gave it to 
them.  And their eyes were opened and they recognized him; and he vanished out of their sight.” 
(Luke 24:30-31) 

The disciples share their experience with each other and Jesus, and then they get the knowledge of 
the context of what they have been through.  When they share the table with Jesus their eyes are 
opened and they recognize him.  The entire course of events is the work of the Holy Spirit, and this 
tells us something about Jesus' teaching.  When Jesus teaches, he teaches about himself.  Theoretical 
knowledge is not enough.  There has to be personal experience, experience of life and God.  
Knowledge and experience are thus connected. This is essential for all teaching. 

During history, there has been an emphasis of teaching on theoretical knowledge. We have taught 
catechism and testing of the facts.  Knowing the right answers has been the standard of Christian 
faith.  Today, in our secular post-Christian society, the right answers are not asked for.  There is a 
general skepticism towards all authorities.  Today, the main authority is the individual freedom to 
think and believe.  My personal experience constitutes the norm.  What is true for me is true for me, 
and needs not to be true for others.  My experience is my private experience and it has not to be 



shared with anyone else.  There has been a shift from knowledge to experience and from truth to 
meaning.  Today, the question of what is true is subordinate to the question of what gives meaning.  
At the same time many people experience that their life issues are not relevant to theology and that 
their life issues are not taken seriously in the meeting with Christian faith. 

The great challenge of the Church is to meet people’s personal experience of God in a credible way, 
in order to link together theological knowledge and personal experience. 

To quote bishop Martin Modéus: “We are all created by God, we have all experience of God, and 
therefore we have something to tell about God. When these stories face the tradition of the Church 
it can turn out to be very useful.”  

In order to simplify things we can use a metaphor: 

Compare the difference between reading about bigos and cooking bigos. Not mention eating bigos! I 
might have eaten bigos, that is, I have experience of this. Or I might have heard about bigos and how 
tasteful it is. The experience or the talking about bigos takes me further; I want to understand and 
learn what bigos is and how to cook it. In order to do this I need knowledge. I can go to see someone 
who has knowledge and experience of cooking bigos. I can gain knowledge also by a recipe. But the 
recipe provides pointless knowledge until I put it into practice and when I actually cook bigos. And 
eat it! Then the experience and the knowledge can be shared jointly. We eat together and we gain 
personal and common experience, at the same time. What we learn from the community is more 
important than the act of eating. We can also share our knowledge with each other so that it 
increases and deepens. Of course, we want to share our discovery of the tastefulness of the bigos 
and we invite others to join our community. Or we might even open a bigos stall in the market place. 

In order to face the challenges for teaching – in national churches, parishes and among individuals – 
it is necessary to cover three aspects: 

1. Increasing knowledge about Christian faith 

People employed or in other ways engaged in the parishes have not had the opportunity to gain 
knowledge about Christian faith. This lack of knowledge makes the task of the parishes more difficult 
and provides a challenge in the case of baptismal teaching. The lack of knowledge gives a lack of 
teaching. We have to encourage and equip the staff in the parishes to pass on knowledge about faith 
and life of the Church. 

2. Facilitating experience of faith 

Personal experience of faith is crucial in turning knowledge about Christian faith into genuine reality. 
Authentic relationships are perhaps that that modern people are longing the most for. Our 
creditability concerns the genuine, and the genuine originates in personal experience. In other 
words: “A good theology should be possible to translate into experienced spirituality.” The parish is 
the place where the three fundamental relationships between God, my fellowmen and me meet and 
are kept together. We have to create opportunities for the parishes to share, deepen and support 
their experience of faith. 

3. To share, increase and deepen faith and life 



God calls every human being into a personal relationship with oneself. We are sent out on mission by 
God. The mission is a consequence of this relationship and our task is to share our experience with 
others. Where the faith is vivid it cannot be kept silenced. When people share their experience of life 
together with God the community we call the Church prosper. God has given the Church the mission 
to be sent out. Therefore we have to support the parishes and individuals to accept the calling, 
according to the given local and personal context, and to participate in God’s mission in the world. 

 

 

 

 

 


